
Give your bleached hair
color design suppleness
and manageability.

Elujuda accompanies you in your daily life. Enjoy the comfort of 

a salon �nish, anywhere, anytime.



Gets matted
when wet

Lost
its luster

・・・

・・・

Elujuda
BLEACH CARE SERUM

120mL

Elujuda
BLEACH CARE GEL SERUM

120g
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FRAGRANCE
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BLEACH CARE SERUM BLEACH CARE GEL SERUM
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[Usage Amount]

Short: 

Medium:

Long:

1 pump

2 pumps

3 pumps

Short: 

Medium:

Long:

1  pea-sized amount

2 pea-sized amount

3 pea-sized amount

Crystal Musk Scent

*For illustrative purposes only.

～

  

Tips on applying the product 
to achieve beautiful bleached hair

Tips on blow drying 
to achieve beautiful bleached hair

For easier drying and better manageability For reaching frizz-free hair

Hand-press application Inner layer at the back of the head

After applying the product throughout 
the hair, gently press hair between 

the palms from the mid-lengths 
down to the ends 

to smoothen the cuticles and distribute 
evenly.

Apply remaining serum or gel serum on the 
palms to the inner layer of hair at the back of 

the head from roots and evenly 
distributethe product throughout the hair.

No-tension blow drying

Blow dry without pulling the hair as much as 
possible. Make sure excessive tension is not 

applied to the hair.

Follow these tips on applying the product and
blow drying your hair to keep it sleek and frizz-free.

Directions
～

① 

② Blow dry your hair while running your fingers through it to align the ends. 

to the ends using your fingers.
Take up an appropriate amount into your palm and run it through towel-dried hair from the mid-lengths                              

Dry and
unmanageable

Tangled and
difficult to run

Want to enjoy bleached hair color designs
but struggling to keep your hair
sleek and frizz-free?

The problem is bleach-induced frizz*

in hair damaged by the bleaching process.

*Bleach-induced frizz occurs when a strong force is applied to
  bleached strands, such as when they are tugged by ngers or a brush.

When excessive tension
is applied to bleached hair,

bleach-induced frizz occurs.

Hair becomes
unmanageable

when bleach-induced
frizzoccurs.

Elujuda Bleach Care Serum and
Elujuda Bleach Care Gel Serum
are oil-based products that provide
suppleness and manageability to
different types of hair.

Evenly coats

bleached hair

can slip right
through.

Tames frizz-prone
bleached hair

Rough, stiff hair that gets
frizzy and overly voluminous

ffy hair
that tangles at the ends
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Elujuda accompanies you in your daily life. Enjoy the comfort of 

a salon �nish, anywhere, anytime.

〈Leave-in Hair Treatment〉 〈Leave-in Hair Treatment〉 〈Leave-in Hair Treatment〉

Elujuda
FO

Elujuda
MO

Elujuda
EMULSION

Elujuda
EMULSION+

Elujuda 
LIMBERSERUM

Elujuda 
MELLOW SERUM

Moisturize from within
 forsilky soft hair

For hair that’s supple and
manageable all

the way from the roots

120mL
120g 120mL

For hair that’s soft,
supple, and manageable

www.milbon.com.mywww.milbon.com.my


